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CHAPTER 2.  LUCKY DOG 

.i. 

 That Friday evening Mack picked me up to go to the Unitarian Church for George’s 

concert.  He and Mario had just gotten back from Cancun on Wednesday, and according to 

Mack, they were both very, very suntanned.  Ever since the wedding, he or I had called almost 

every day and had gone out a few times for dinners at his favorite places.  Mack turned out to be 

an intellectual Viking as well, his conversations either enlightening me about this strange new 

world of the present or touching on history and science in ways I’d never imagined.  Relating so 

closely to such a young guy pretty much shook my old mind and heart awake.   

 As arranged, we went by to pick up Kevin, who was now sporting a row of curls across 

his forehead in a bright, poison green, rather like a wreath.  He explained that it was as much fun 

as getting a tattoo, but less permanent.  I chuckled to my old self about what permanent used to 

mean.  On the way to the church, Kevin filled us in on his futile love for the straight Liam.  

They’d run into each other at Starbuck’s last weekend and had a good talk about how a straight 

guy could always make it with a man, you know, and that wouldn’t necessarily make him gay.  

So Kevin had high hopes.    

 Mack advised, “Don’t ask if he loves you, dude.  That’s like saying hit the road, Jack.” 

 Hoping I didn’t sound too cynical, I volunteered, “And don’t ask for anything else either, 

Kevin.  Just be there for when he wants to give you something.” 

 “I could deal with that,” Kevin sighed.  “But being there...  I see Liam so rarely.” 

 Mack was pragmatic.  “Call him for a date—dinner and a movie—no strings attached.” 

 I agreed.  “Even straight guys need male friends.  Build a friendship, and then who 

knows?”  It fascinated me that now a gay and a straight guy could talk so realistically about 

having sex with each other.  Of course, my young Norman was there for Desai for all those 

years, but all that came of it was that one night.  On New Year’s Eve of 1964 in the legendary 

snowstorm, they slept together—to keep warm—a night as chaste as that Thanksgiving with 

Peter.  Clearly, I wasn’t much of an authority on how to love a straight guy. 

 At the Unitarian Church we found Jason, Johnny, and Carol, who’d saved us seats on the 

first bench.  Sitting again between Mack and Carol, I was pleased to find that the program was to 

be a revue of various solos, duets, trios, etc., by five singers.  George was listed to solo in 

Rossini’s Largo al Factotum and for the duet from Bizet’s Pearl Fishers.  For some reason I 

hadn’t thought he’d be a baritone. 

 When I’d finished reading the program, Carol remarked, “I’ve been thinking about your 

pirate story a lot, Rich.  I keep wondering what ifs.  I mean, what if Richard did find a boyfriend?  

Or what if he and Jane..?” 

 “Do you think he’d have wound up any happier some other way?” 

 Carol grinned sheepishly.  “Happier than a hog in hot mud?  Probably not.” 

 Kevin leaned around Carol with his wreath of green curls and said, “Something you 

ought to know, Rich—Johnny recorded your story.” 

 I was taken aback, but not displeased.  Johnny also leaned out around Mack and smiled.  

“It was like an oral history project—for my class at the college, you know.” 

 “That’s great,” I graciously conceded the fait accompli. 

 “I call it The Pirate Prince,” Johnny announced, “or Fuck Constantinople.” 

 “Hey, I said that!” Kevin crowed proudly while the rest of us laughed out loud.  

 My vanity tweaked, I asked, “And what do they think of it?” 

 “They thought it was so exotic—the French Quarter and sailor bars.  Like a fairy tale.” 
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 Right then a bell dinged, and several musicians marched out into the central open area 

around a dais.  Johnny went on quietly, “The prof says New Orleans was one of the few places 

back then where a gay person could live openly—also San Francisco and New York.” 

 “Yes, that’s right,” I whispered back, “but it was living as an outlaw.  A pirate.” 

 “Still a hell of a lot better than living in the closet,” Mack opined. 

 Johnny added, “She says it shows why gay people often become sex addicts.”   

 That modern perspective took me by surprise, but maybe it was valid.  “Same reason 

most people become sex addicts,” I chuckled.  “They like it.”  

 “And she likes the rest of us commenting.  It underlines the historical perspective.”  

 Right then, to our welcoming applause, the five vocalists filed out to stand in a row on 

the dais.  Third in line, George glowed with his blond hair, fantastically tanned cheeks, and that 

ring on his finger.  The director, a tiny woman with red curls, took her place, raised her baton, 

and after a second’s reverence, signaled the violins to begin.  The program was beautiful, 

including George’s Figaro solo in a powerful, resonant voice.  It was easy to see him making it 

big someday soon.  He also sang in a Mozart ensemble from Cosi Fan Tutte.  Then came a five-

minute intermission. 

 We all stood up to stretch, and Mack remarked, “I sure wish I could sing like that.” 

 To be gentle, I said, “You’re probably a tenor, darlin’.”  

 Kevin suddenly exclaimed, “Yow!  There he is!”  He indicated across the way where a 

very tan Mario was talking with some others.  Liam was on Mario’s left.  The black-haired 

beauty was indisputably swoon worthy.  Mario saw us looking and waved, which led Liam to 

look also.  Likely surprised by Kevin’s green hair, he waved, and Kevin fairly swooned.   

 Mack chuckled and said, “Well, if you’re not going to, dude, maybe I’ll ask Liam out 

myself.  He looks totally hot to trot.” 

 “Don’t you dare,” Kevin snapped and pulled out his phone.  I watched his flying thumbs 

tap on the screen.  He pressed a send button, and across the way, Liam pulled out his own phone, 

looked at it, and after a flurry of his thumbs, Kevin checked his screen.  “I asked him out after,” 

he boasted, “and he said yes.”  I was amazed by the speed and ease of the transaction.  Crowned 

with his verdant curls, Kevin beamed at me.  “See, I’m gonna be a pirate too.” 

 Carol clapped him on the back.  “Good for you, Kevvie.  Let’s see you board that ship.”  

 “And grab some big booty,” Jason encouraged with a snicker. 

 We all chuckled politely as Kevin gazed wistfully at the beauty across the room.  Then 

Johnny announced, “Hey, guys, George wants us to go out to the Titsling afterwards to dance.” 

 “You don’t mean like Bette Midler’s song about Otto Titsling?” I wondered.  

 “Yeh, and Pierre Brassiere,” Carol laughed.  “Used to be a lesbian joint, a ‘sports bra’ for 

the biker chicks, but now it’s totally extra-sexual, and they’ve got a great DJ.” 

 “Is that like extraterrestrial?” 

 “Or maybe extrasensory, but I doubt it’s anything like your La Casa.” 

 Kevin said brightly, “Good idea!  With the bunch of us, maybe he won’t feel threatened.”  

 Mack chuckled, “Yeh, and maybe you can sneak up on him from behind.” 

 “Standard pirate tactic,” I joked, and at that moment, the bell rang again.  The audience 

sat down, and the performers filed back in to their places.  Mack leaned close whispering, “Sure 

hope Kev can make it with Liam.  Then maybe he’ll stop moaning how nobody loves him.” 

 “That’s what he thinks?” I hadn’t imagined the elfish Kevin feeling unloved. 

 “Oh, he’s had some boyfriends,” Mack confided, “but they all dump him.” 

 “Then it’s high time he turned pirate,” I said with conviction and sincere sympathy. 
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 As the singers resumed their places on the dais, we settled down for the second half of the 

program, which turned out every bit as good as the first half.  The soprano’s Butterfly aria gave 

me thrill-chills, and the wild chorus from Orff’s Carmina Burana has always been one of my 

favorites.  George’s sensitive performance as Zurga with the tenor Nadir in the Bizet duet 

brought me to senile tears.   

 At the end of the concert, our wild applause turned quickly into a standing ovation.  

Afterwards there was nothing to be done but slowly ooze with the rest of the audience out of the 

building.  Trapped with us in the crowd, Kevin anxiously eyed the group with Mario and Liam 

making their way out the door on the other side.  Eventually we made it outside, and waited 

under the tree by the street where Johnny had arranged to meet up with George.  Carol left to 

pick up her friend Janet and would meet us at the bar. 

# 

.ii. 

 Shortly, George, Mario, and Liam came around from behind the church.  We all greeted 

each other and congratulated George on his fabulous performance.  Meanwhile Kevin smoothly 

worked his way around to stand beside lovely Liam, who admired his green curls.  He gave me a 

wily smile.  When Mario introduced me to Liam, he said, “Good to meet you, Rich.  So you’re 

the old sailor I heard about, hey?” 

 “More or less,” I chuckled.  “And you’re probably the straight guy I heard about, right?” 

 He laughed and gave Kevin a quick, questioning glance.  “More or less, I guess.” 

 “Whatever,” George cut off the chat.  “Let’s dance!” 

 Liam joined us in Mack’s car, sitting in the back seat with Kevin.  After a moment’s 

awkward silence, Mack spoke up, “So what’s with this ‘more or less’ stuff, dude?” 

 Kevin quickly took advantage of the opening.  “Yeh, Liam, how much less?” 

 “I don’t know yet,” he said, and then it was all quiet in the back seat. 

  “Well, Liam,” the elder advised, “you really do need to explore all your options.” 

 “Never know when you might need to exercise one,” Mack quipped.  Kevin groaned. 

 To change the subject, I asked, “So, Liam, got any kids yet—that you know of?” 

 They all laughed, and he said sincerely, “Good Lord, I hope not!”  It was quiet back there 

for a bit, and then he said, “You know what?”  Of course, we didn’t.  “George and Mario decided 

they’re going to adopt.”  The rest of the way to the Titsling we chatted about the gay couples we 

know who’re raising children.    

  The ‘sports bra’ was in an unassuming strip-mall, probably an old grocery store, with 

plenty of space for a lounge and a large and crowded dance floor.  On a low stage a startlingly 

bald young woman operated a bank of electronics that would put the control room of the space 

shuttle to shame.  The whole place throbbed with an aggressive beat, which I noted didn’t seem 

any louder than the music in La Casa used to be.  Our group gathered in the lounge area where 

conversation was still possible and ordered drinks from a cute, bare-chested waiter sporting 

unnerving rings through his nipples.   

 Mack ordered me a draught beer called IPA, which turned out to be rather smooth and 

tasty.  Johnny was amused at my unfamiliarity with beers and curious.  “I know you said you 

don’t drink much, Rich, but how long you been in town not knowing about the Titsling?” 

 “Oh, since long before you were born,” I said.  “I just haven’t gone out for a real long 

time—doing other things, you know, old man things.” 

 Johnny jumped up and grabbed my hand.  “Well, come on and do some young man 

things, Rich.  Let’s dance!”  Shy at the thought of dancing with this vivacious black boy, I 
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followed him onto the floor, and George and Mario joined us.  The DJ’s rhythm was complex 

enough to be fun, though a bit too insistent for my taste, and I joyfully thrashed around, sharing 

Johnny’s exuberance and surprising even myself with my flexibility.  The only problem was that 

I felt vaguely like an ancient John Travolta.  

 Back at our tables, we discovered that Carol had arrived with her friend Janet, a baby-

faced girl with short, honey-colored dread-locks clustered on top of her head like a spiky crown.  

They were at one table with Mack and Jason, and meanwhile at another, Kevin and Liam were in 

quiet, private conversation.  Mario, Johnny, and I sat with them but tried not to intrude.   

 Johnny remarked, “You’re in pretty good shape for an old guy.  How do you do it, Rich?”   

 “I’ve been working out for a long time.” 

 Mack, who was sitting behind me, leaned around and said, “You should see his pecs.” 

 “No, you shouldn’t.”  I turned to Liam.  “But I wouldn’t mind seeing this guy’s.” 

 He and Kevin looked up from their talk, suddenly surprised by the outside world.   

 Mario commented, “Liam’s stacked like a library, six-pack and everything.” 

 The library squirmed, and Kevin laughed, “Damn!  I wanted to be surprised.”   

 Mack leaned around again.  “Don’t worry.  I bet he’s got something else up his sleeve.”  

 Liam didn’t know where to look.  Kevin hopped up and pulled him up too.  “Come on, 

big guy, let’s dance.”  As they left, Kevin tossed back to us, “Maybe he’ll take his shirt off.” 

  Carol remarked, “So, Rich, I was telling Janet about your wild French Quarter days.” 

 “Yeh,” Janet said.  “Quite a story.  The House of the Sailors… the faerie prince…” 

 George giggled and said, “Ask him about the nookie bird.”  Mario rolled his eyes. 

 Janet ignored him and said, “It really makes me wonder what happened to that guy when 

he left fairyland.  I mean, an out gay boy suddenly dumped into the straight world.” 

 “That’s right,” Johnny said.  “Everybody in my class wonders what happened to him.” 

 “Well,” I stalled, “like I said, that’s a whole other story.  Not one I can tell as easily.  And 

nowhere near as colorful.”  I hoped to leave the subject at that. 

  But Mack chose that moment to let my cat out of the bag.  “By the way, you guys should 

know that Rich here is a grandfather—with grandkids.” 

 Amidst the general consternation, Janet pointedly asked, “How many?”  

  “About a half dozen.  My youngest grandson lives here in town, almost a teenager.” 

 Shaking her curls incredulously, Carol asked, “You mean the pirate went straight?” 

 “Not exactly,” I hedged.  “It’s a simple story—I wound up becoming a father.” 

 George clicked on that and proudly announced, “We’re going to be fathers too.” 

 “However it happens, it’s a miracle,” I said, happy for a chance to deflect attention from 

myself.  “And it will change your life.  Bang!  Just like that.” 

 Carol remarked with emphasis, “Motherhood does that too.”  At my questioning look, she 

added proudly, “I’ve got a two-year-old son.” 

 Janet said, “Jet’s the cutest little thing.” 

 “Get her drunk,” Jason advised, “and maybe she’ll tell you how it happened.” 

 Carol nudged me and asked, “Do we have to get you drunk to hear your tale, Rich?” 

 I argued, “It’s not something I can just tell like that pirate story.  Too complicated.  I 

mean, I’ve got journals and stuff…  But still it was half a century ago.”  

 “There you go!” Janet exclaimed.  “With all that already, you should write it down.” 

 Just then, Kevin was coming back to the table with Liam and asked “Write what down?”  

 Johnny replied, “What happened to the pirate prince out in the straight world.”  He turned 

to me with an encouraging grin.  “I think you really should, Rich.  Like some more gay history.” 
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 “Like Some More Amorous Adventures of the Slut,” George suggested theatrically. 

 In the same spirit Mack offered, “Like the Voyage of the Faerie Prince.” 

 His suggestion was touching, and I recovered by suddenly asking George to dance.   

 As we stood up, Carol pronounced officiously, “I move that Rich will write about the 

voyage of the faerie prince to the strange island of Seattle.”     

 “I second the motion,” Jason stated firmly. 

 “All in favor?” Janet asked with pomp. 

 The unanimous ‘ayes’ couldn’t be ignored, and I reluctantly said, “Okay.  I’ll try.”   

 With that, they let me escape to the dance floor with golden George.  Several of the 

others followed, and we had a free-for-all dance frenzy.  That was an easy matter since dancing 

now is such an individual thing, rarely coordinated in any way with a nominal partner.  It felt 

almost as ecstatic as dancing on a barstool.  Your body just moves with the music however it 

feels like moving, all its pieces alive to their own rhythms.  George, Jason, and I traded off 

displays of our aerobic moves. 

 After a brief break for a drink of my enormous beer, I hauled Kevin and Liam with me 

through the crowd of dancers to our friends.  The temperature suddenly felt several degrees 

warmer, and Johnny and I soon worked up a serious sweat.  Before I knew it, he and lots of the 

guys dancing around whipped off their shirts, baring amazing tattoos and unexpected body 

jewelry.  It was a heady vision of youth at its most arrogantly exquisite, the most magnificent 

being Liam’s ripped torso and imposing chest, classic beefcake with neither ink nor ornament.  

Kevin danced with him with a perfectly dazed expression.   

 As much to catch my breath as to wet my whistle, I took frequent beer breaks between 

dances and tried to keep Mack from feeling neglected.  After a few more numbers, including a 

sweaty gyration with shirtless Mario, I retired for the last half of my beer.  It was more cardio 

than I’d had in one lump for a long time, and my heartbeat felt almost audible.  Mack said he’d 

enjoyed watching me dance, but I was dubious.  

 As others of our group straggled back to their drinks, my pulse calmed, and I relaxed into 

a couple heartfelt yawns.  (It was well past my usual bed-time.)  Mack gave me a Viking smile 

and announced, “Looks like it’s time to get gramps home to bed.”  He turned to Kevin.  “You 

coming with us, Kev?”  

 Kevin begged for just a minute and took Liam aside from the table.  In the shadows I saw 

them whisper fond farewells, and Liam even let our pirate kiss him briefly.  Apparently still 

without tongue, I’m sad to say.   

 After the round of good nights to all, we walked back to Mack’s car.  “Liam says he 

wants to explore!” Kevin exclaimed.  “He’s coming over to my place Sunday night for take-out 

Chinese and a video.” 

 “Way to go, pirate-boy,” Mack said with a slap on his back.  “What’ll you watch?” 

 “He wants to see that last Lego movie,” Kevin said a bit disdainfully. 

 “No matter, darlin’,” I laughed.  “I imagine you won’t watch even five minutes of it.” 

# 
 

.iii. 

 Right after our breakfast that Saturday morning, Mack said, “Okay now, Mr. Ancient 

Mariner, time to rhyme.”  He sat me down at the keyboard and commanded, “Give me two 

hours, Rich.  I know you can do it.”   With that poetic encouragement, I’ll start my Rime 

appropriately:  There was a ship. Second and third thoughts provided no better beginning.  

Indeed.  I typed: 
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 There was a ship called the Faerie Prince that sailed out from the fairyland of the French 

Quarter bound for distant shores.  Its captain was the handsome, long-haired, and ruthless gay 

pirate… 

 (A few lewd piratical names come to mind right away, making me pause and snicker, and 

from the other room Mack inquired about my mirth.  We’ve now mutually agreed to call our 

pirate Tricky Rick, and Mack has left me to my labor.  I started again:) 

 Once upon a lost time, in September of the long gone year 1964, the swashbuckling gay 

pirate Tricky Rick flew off on his fine ship, the Faerie Prince, to seek plunder in a foreign city 

called Seattle.  Instead of some squawky parrot perched on his shoulder, his faithful companion 

was a fluffy golden puppy named Oná, his treasured lucky dog.  On the long voyage, they sailed 

right past the snowy summit of a towering mountain called Rainier, like an island in the clouds.  

When Tricky Rick landed his ship at the hilly city on the sound named Puget, the buccaneer and 

his little dog stealthily stole ashore to scope out prospects for booty. 

 They took temporary lodging in a motor inn on 45th Street NE in a room with a hideous 

green carpet and bedspread, but Tricky Rick had slept many a night in stranger places, some 

without even a bed.  As it was yet only early in the afternoon, he strolled up the quiet street with 

Oná frisking about on her red leash.  There was no sign of booty anywhere about, but as the 

dog’s luck had it, they soon came upon a merry park.  A passing wench called it Ravenna.  All 

the trees were robed in the golden-leafed glory of fall.  To celebrate their safe voyage, our pirate 

and his pup first frolicked on the grassy hillside and then went down by the creek in the ravine to 

loiter busily and get their feet and fluff all wet. 

# 

 (Hold it.  I’ve simply got to say that this idyllic scene is a perfect example of something 

I’ve learned over the years.  Everything always exists in a context.  You can move out of one 

context but will immediately get sucked into a new one.  The first elements of the new context 

that you encounter will generally stick fast to you, like by static electricity, and before you know 

it, you’ve been thoroughly contextualized in a new matrix.) 

 Thus it was for Tricky Rick and Lucky Oná.  They’d left the enchanted world of the 

French Quarter behind.  So when they docked the Faerie Prince in this new harbor, they stepped 

right into the new context.  With the park, that new matrix began to crystalize around them.  In 

other words, be advised that Ravenna will play a prominent role in this story. 

 After a lazy while in beautiful Ravenna, it was going on suppertime.  Since it felt like two 

hours later for Rick, he was hungry as a sailor.  Leaving his sweet pooch in the green room at the 

motor inn, he went back to a café they’d seen on the walk.  Called the Olympia, he figured it for 

a Greek place.  Olympia was also the name of a local beer and of the mountains to the west, not 

to mention of the state capital.  The famished sailor was disappointed that the Olympia didn’t 

actually serve Greek food.  It was a regular American short-order place just run by Greeks.  So 

he ordered pork chops and iced tea, unsweetened. 

 Over his supper, Rick checked the want ads for apartments.  From his map he knew the 

numbering system for streets and so looked in the northeast section.  Everything had outrageous 

rents, nothing fitting the pocketbook of a poor grad student on a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship of 

a mere $2,500.  (To make it, he’d definitely have to get a job.)   During Rick’s chocolate pie, a 

toothsome Greek lad walked out of the kitchen, the dishwasher apparently, a deliciously dark and 

curly-haired piece of pirate treasure.  Noting this possible plunder, the diner decided that he’d 

have to come back to the Olympia again soon. 

 On that long voyage from the French Quarter to Seattle, Tricky Rick had had lots of time 
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to contemplate many things in his past and future, and being a language and literature student, 

he’d decided to start a journal of his exploits.  In a literary trick, he decided to write it as letters 

to his aged self, let’s say at 50 or 60, just so the poor old guy could remember the juicy details.  

Goodness, I can still remember being only 60. 

 As I’d thought to do earlier, this even older guy has now fished that ancient journal out of 

my files and read its first pages.  They’re written in my small, fine hand on narrow-lined yellow 

pages, not all that easy for my old eyes to read, even with reading glasses.  Using it for factual 

detail, I’ll also give you colorful selections in Rick’s own words.  But tell you what, to keep 

things from getting out of control, I’m going to use a different font for such quoted stuff.  That’s 

so easy on a word-processor. 

 In the journal I find that first thing on getting up that next morning, Tricky Rick wrote in 

some juicy detail about his first night on the town in Seattle.   

# 
Dear Me, 

 Good morning, old fellow.  I hope you slept well [I did.] and still 

feel healthy and happy [I do.].   

 All is well on this end as Oná and I arrived safely in Seattle 

yesterday.  The first thing we did was walk up to Ravenna Park and fritter 

away the sunny afternoon in nature, which was very restorative after all 

those hours on the plane.  The trees are all autumn bright, mostly gold, my 

first time seeing fall colors since way back in Arkansas when the sweet-gums 

would blaze scarlet.  My poor Peking pup had to ride in a horrid crate, and 

in the park she ran in ecstatic circles.  Supper was at the Olympia café, all 

white tiles and bright windows, where there’s a succulent busboy on the menu 

whom I must try sometime.  Afterwards, with the time difference it was still 

way too early to start my debut carouse, and so I came back here to the 

motel.   

 Cuddling sweet Oná on my lap, I toasted our arrival with the Bacardi 

that my beloved Desai gave me for a going away present, inelegantly mixing it 

with Coke in a plastic glass, no ice.  Missing my beautiful Indian soul-mate 

terribly, I indulged in some more furry snuggles with the pupdog.  I suddenly 

felt totally alone, not connected to anything, to anywhere, except to my 

pupdog, my lucky pooch.  Brushing out her long golden hair, I thought with a 

pang that Oná is all I’ve got left of New Orleans, my only link to yesterday, 

to the world that used to be.  Now she and I are alone together in this new 

world.  

 We took a second walk in the gathering dark, and then I had another rum 

and Coke.  It was still a wickedly early hour for going out, but I simply 

couldn’t wait any longer.  Settling Oná down with a chew toy, I ventured 

forth with a slight buzz on.  Back home I’d asked all over about Seattle and 

learned to my dismay of only two reputedly gay bars in the whole city.  Thank 

goodness, my map showed both located on convenient bus lines.   

 The first bar on the list, ominously called the Boots and Saddle, had 

apparently been closed for some time, judging by the ruinous state of the 

boarded-up façade.  Back onto a bus for a long ride to seek out the Retreat 

in a grubby industrial area.  I was appalled to find it a small, dark corner 

tavern with not a sign of night life.  Well, signs of beer, naturally, the 

neon kind.  Inside, a couple of old guys with mugs of suds were sitting off 

alone in a booth.  But no music.  Stopping in the doorway, I reckoned this 

was way worse than the Wrinkle Room back home on Chartres Street.  At least 

there they had music.   

  With no other options, I marched resignedly over to the bar to find a 

lovely bartender, a smiling, well-built guy, not too much older, maybe 

thirty, in faded jeans and shirt open at the neck.  He supplied me with a 
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bottle of Olympia beer and catching a signal from the old guys, went to draw 

two more mugs of draft.  What a jewel, I marveled, to find in this dim troll 

haven.   

 The beers delivered to the booth, the cute bartender chatted with me 

and learned that my name is Rick, about my recent arrival from New Orleans, 

and about the bars where I caroused there.  This Nelson grew even more 

attractive as he warmed to my tale, so to speak.  To my inquiry about places 

to go out in Seattle, he sighed that there simply weren’t any places like I 

was used to.  Some gay guys came in here at times, he said, but there aren’t 

any real gay bars, and no sailor bars.  I stared at my beer, stunned.  Dear 

me!  No sailor bars!  Beyond horrible.  Whatever is a gay young trollop to 

do?  

 Nelson tried to cheer me up, his attentions moving from bartender-ly to 

more intimate.  “Want to hang around a bit, Rick, and come home with me when 

we close?”  

 Of course I wanted to.  “Thanks, but I didn’t plan on a late night,” I 

argued. 

 Nelson laughed.  “Just another twenty minutes – we close at ten.” 

 If I could’ve made a sound, it would’ve been to shout, “Ten?!”  What 

kind of sick nightmare have I stumbled into?   Ten o’clock? 

 “My lover’s out of town,” Nelson said and urged, “I can drive you back 

to your motel.” 

 Who could argue with that?  So I didn’t and hung around anticipating. 

 Making love with a guy always seems like being in a dream.  Afterwards 

I can’t ever remember details, just the sensations.  And even those I can’t 

hold onto for long, like shreds of a dream fading into dawn.  Now here it is 

just the next morning after making it with Nelson.  I’ve got a vague 

recollection of our dark trip to his house near downtown on some hill and a 

wispy memory of our first kiss in the car.  I can still smell his pungent 

male fragrance like an intoxicating orchid and almost feel his weight on me 

in that broad bed.  As for other details, maybe I recall which bodily 

orifices were penetrated, but forgive me, old man, if there’s no describing 

the outrageous joy of shoving my cock up Nelson’s splendid bottom into glory.  

Here’s hoping you can still get it up, Old Me, and that you’ve got some 

notion of what I mean.  [Not to worry.]  

 Somewhat after midnight sweet Nelson dropped me off back here at the 

motel, quite satisfied with him and myself.  What a great omen.  Within 

twelve hours of getting to Seattle, not unlike that tradition I heard of in 

Hawaii, I’ve been properly laid.   

 For Oná we made a quick potty trip out to the curb.  Then, even though 

two-thirty my time is still early for me, I turned in with my pupdog curled 

up at my side.  Anyhow, I had to get up early this morning to find us a 

place.  And besides, I’ve got to start living on a normal person’s clock 

soon.  Bye-bye to dancing till dawn.  Hello to the horror of bars closing at 

ten, or as Nelson says, midnight on weekends.  How uncivilized. 

# 

.iv. 

 Transcribing all those tiny scribbles took quite a while, a little more than the two hours 

Mack asked for.  I’ve never been a speedy writer in any case, and it’s a slow process trying tell a 

story without getting lost in the fascinating details.  Thank goodness for word processors.   

 While I was making myself a light lunch, Mack called to check up on my progress, and 

since I was on a roll, he ordered me to write some more after lunch.  I was actually thinking 

about doing that anyway because at this point in the story, things start happening fast.  Again I’ll 

try not to get lost in detail: 
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 Tricky Rick was obviously thrilled with his first prize and the rich booty, but he reeled 

from Nelson’s terrible news that Seattle was a carouser’s wasteland.  After journaling, he took 

Oná for a brief walk, and then between breakfasting at the counter at the Olympia and admiring 

the Greek busboy again, he checked today’s newspaper.  Nothing new under apartments, he 

looked at rooms to rent, which again seemed awfully expensive.  An older fellow sitting at the 

counter beside our pirate saw what he was checking out, and probably clued in by his long hair, 

suggested the Little Sweden boarding house, a cool beatnik place, he said, adding that their cook 

was a card-bearing Communist.  

 That sounded like Rick’s kind of place and might actually be a ticket to some real 

nightlife in Seattle.  The guy gave him directions to 17th Avenue NE, which runs north along the 

top of the hill from the University of Washington, which he called simply UDub.  The broad 

street was lined with golden sycamores and old houses with porches and two or three storeys.  

Two blocks up from campus, Rick found 4710, a brown house with shingles up all three floors. 

 The manager, a dark-eyed Tony Curtis sort named Sean, (too old to get excited about), 

said they had a couple rooms left on the third floor of the house next door, but they still needed 

painting and fixing up.  The room in the back was quite a mess with some broken furniture and 

stained walls, but it was large and bright with a double window south, and the best part, besides 

the walk-in closet with shelves and built-in chest of drawers, was the broad deck with balustrade 

out back on the roof of the second floor.   

 It looked out over the rooftops down the hillside of golden trees, across the mirror of 

Lake Washington, to another golden shore and a chain of snowy mountains—the Cascades, as 

Sean informed him.  It was a dizzying panorama for a guy who’d rarely had a view in New 

Orleans of anything more than a few blocks away.  Rick was struck by an odd cloud, rather 

triangular, hovering over the Cascades, which Sean said was Mt. Rainier.  It was indeed that 

supreme peak, Tricky Rick’s island in the clouds.  All in snow and aglow on the morning side 

with the sun, it floated on an invisible base lost in the bluish haze over the mountains.  

 That cinched it.  Rick was absolutely going to live in this fantastic room.  With a few 

days before classes started, he’d have time to do the painting and fixing.  Sean said if he did the 

work, it would be $80 a month, including meals next door.  Since you couldn’t beat that with a 

stick, Rick shelled out the first month’s rent from his fellowship stash.  Sean apologized that the 

only furniture was that mattress on the ugly metal frame, the broken chair, and a couple blankets.  

He volunteered to take Rick that afternoon in his pickup to a paint store and to St. Vincent de 

Paul’s to find some better furniture. 
 

 
    Downtown Seattle, Space Needle,           Mt. Rainier looming over Seattle 

     and Mt. Rainier, on a whole different              much the way it looked from Rick’s 

              planet than New Orleans            deck at Little Sweden 
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# 

 So that’s how the new matrix of Seattle started closing in around him.   He was quickly 

being transformed into someone other than that pirate called Tricky Rick, a new Rick in this new 

place.  It was a little frightening but very exhilarating.  Feeling on Cloud 9 for finding this 

wonderful new home, he hoofed it through the glorious sunny morning back to the motel and 

took Oná out to explore the campus.  Walking under the huge trees in riot of fall, he let her off 

the leash to romp and kept his old pirate’s eye out for plunder.  But few students were about.  

 They ambled over to Smith Hall, a big stone building squatting beside a quadrangle of 

green lawn where they leapt and bounded about to celebrate this new beginning.  At the Slavic 

Department on the third floor, Rick checked on his schedule of classes in Structure of Russian, 

Serbo-Croatian, Slavic Philology, and Linguistics Survey.  That’s the sort of weird stuff one 

takes for a Master’s degree in Slavic Linguistics.   

 
     University of Washington Library              Smith Hall and Quadrangle 

    where Rick would spend many hours        where Rick would have most classes 

         researching on his Master’s thesis             and often leap about on the lawn 
 

 This is as good a time as any to observe Rick’s remarkable ability, well developed at 

Tulane, to live simultaneously in two different worlds, like bi-location.  His personal, emotional 

life and intellectual life happened on separate but parallel tracks.  The intellectual was what 

informed his life, like this move to Seattle for graduate school, and had little bearing on his 

emotional being.  That side of him lived to learn, and the other side lived to love men.  Of 

course, for Rick love had become something of an unprovable hypothesis, but he rather enjoyed 

testing it whenever the opportunity arose. 

 Later in the morning Rick walked down 14th Avenue to a department store to shop.  

While he was debating over brown or gold sheets, two girls walked away from the adjacent 

counter.  As they passed near on either side of a post in mid-aisle, he overheard an 

incomprehensible exchange.  The cute redhead said, “Bread and butter,” to which the pretty 

blond replied, “Bread and butter.”  Mystified, he decided on the gold sheets and brown towels.  

Later, while the clerk rang him up, he asked what “bread and butter” might mean, but she had no 

idea either.  He also bought straw mats for the floor and a phonograph for his favorite records. 

More and more of the elements of Seattle were crusting him over like polyps on a coral reef. 

# 

 When Rick got back to Little Sweden, he found that the Communist cook Stan, a burly 

bearded guy in black Army boots, had a tuna salad sandwich and apple ready for his lunch.  Then 

he and Sean took off in the pickup for the paint and thrift stores, where they bought gold for the 

walls, dark brown for the trim, and ivory for the ceiling, and some used furniture.  The prize was 

an oak rocker with tasteful carving, and there were a pleasant desk, a neat old lamp, a couple 
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chairs with caned seats, and two low shelf units.   

 Sean helped carry the new stuff up to the room and together they hauled the other junk 

out into the hall.  Though he still had the old mattress on the floor, Rick said he’d spend that 

night in the motel again.  When Sean left him alone in his new digs, he raced out onto the deck 

and greeted his magic mountain with a joyous sailor’s hornpipe jig.   

 Then with everything so splendidly right with the world, he went inside to sweep out his 

great room.  Sean showed up soon with paint brushes, rollers, and pans and wished him luck with 

all the work.  When Rick said he’d start the job tomorrow, Sean reminded him to come back for 

Stan’s supper, which would be meatloaf with gravy and cherry pie.  Indeed, life was good. 

 Their afternoon walk took Rick and Oná back to golden Ravenna for more romps on the 

hill and rambles in the ravine.  Lying about on the lawn, he cuddled his pupdog and told her all 

about their new home.  He felt absolutely giddy with the glorious weather, especially recalling 

how friends in New Orleans had warned that it rained so much in Seattle.  He’d even brought an 

umbrella.  But today was totally halcyon.  The only problem was there were no boys about.   

 When he was getting ready to leave, that changed.  Some young folks came ambling 

down the walk, three long-haired boys in beads and flowery shirts and two girls in long skirts 

and many scarves, beads, and feathers.  Rick was puzzled since it was nowhere near Mardi Gras.  

Of the boys, the one with blond locks, was particularly plunder-able, but he was attached to a 

girl.  The other girl, enchanted by Oná, sat on the grass and cuddled her.    

 Rick explained that he’d just arrived from New Orleans for school, and they all 

welcomed him to Seattle with surprising hugs.  When he announced his new home at the Little 

Sweden boarding house, the homeliest boy remarked that it was a really cool, ‘fringey’ place.  

As the group wended on its way, the tasty blond guy said goodbye with, “Peace, man.”  Feeling 

extraordinarily peaceful, Rick walked Oná back to the motel thinking that these friendly 

‘fringey’ folks were his kind of people, and he needed to meet more of them. 

# 

 Stan’s meatloaf and gravy was super.  There were only a few boarders dining as most had 

not yet arrived for school.  Rick sat with lovely Sean and another fellow named Jim, even more 

attractive with black hair and ivory complexion, who had the third-floor front room next door.  

Our pirate perked his ears to learn of such booty as his almost next-door neighbor.  Sean said that 

he and Jim were ‘black Irish,’ which confused Rick rather until Jim explained about the 

destruction of the Spanish Armada and its survivors in Ireland. 

 The hospitable Irishmen invited Rick to join them later for a beer at a nearby place called 

the Shamrock Tavern, which he’d actually seen on a walk.  He wasn’t about to turn down a date 

with two such hunky guys. They remarked that Rick probably didn’t have his liquor card yet, but 

they knew the bartender.  The mention of a liquor card caused Rick even more confusion:  To 

buy alcohol one had to have an official ID card to be gotten at an office downtown.  He suddenly 

realized the magnitude of the favor that Nelson had done for him at the Retreat, bless his 

beautiful bottom.  Clearly, getting himself a liquor card was top priority business. 

 After taking Oná for her leisurely evening stroll, Rick set out for his second night on the 

town.  Again, the next morning he chronicled the adventure. 

# 
Dear Me, 

 Good morning, old fellow.  (Don’t I sound British?)  Are you still 

kicking?  [I am.]  Well, here it is my second morning in Seattle.  Yesterday 

I found a perfect place to live…  

 …Back at the motel, I cleaned up and dressed for my date with the two 

Irish lads.  I put on my fancy leather vest, the going away gift from dear 
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Rob, and felt appropriately ‘fringey.’  It was only a few blocks over to the 

Shamrock Tavern.  Behind the beer signs in its windows, the place was dark 

and smoky.  At scattered tables sat various couples, who from a perfunctory 

glance proved impossibly straight.  My two eminently Irish friends introduced 

me to the fat bartender, a Joe Malone, who, Jim explained, had once been a 

local baseball player of some renown.  Joe’s girth reminded me of giant 

Jackie at the Gin Mill, but this Shamrock Tavern was about as different from 

the Gin Mill as you can get.  I couldn’t imagine ever doing a sailor dance in 

this place.  

 We three Little Swedes joined two other guys at a table in the smoky 

dimness.  I lost one’s name as soon as uttered, but the really sexy one was 

George.  They, and Sean and Jim as well, all were wearing plaid shirts, one 

with suspenders, and suddenly my fringed western vest over the blue denim 

shirt made me feel like some kind of dude, stylishly overdressed for the 

occasion.   

 Actually, what was I, a famous Decatur Street faerie, doing here in an 

Irish pub with a bunch of butch lumberjacks?  In a lull, I remarked, “Looks 

like I better buy me a plaid shirt.” 

 George chuckled, eyeing the fringes on my vest, “Hey, Rich, I bet 

you’re a fringey, eh?” 

 Again that word.  I replied archly, “Maybe so.”  As soon as I could 

figure out how. 

 The conversation abruptly switched to ball games and scores, leaving me 

floating around in my head.  Quickly I discovered that though these guys 

looked easily at each other, not one would meet my gaze directly.  Come on, 

George, baby, lock eyes with me once, and you’re mine.  He wouldn’t. 

 In the second round of beers, another thing I observed about my 

companions was that all four had amazing sets of gleaming, even, white teeth.  

Maybe it was the dim light that made them shine so brightly in their faces.  

Again self-conscious, I reflected that I’d always thought of my own uneven 

front teeth as crookedly pretty, but now they just seemed pretty crooked.   

 It was a relief when my lads were ready to leave after the second beer.  

I certainly needed no more.  On my walk back to the motel, I kept wondering 

how folks can stand to go out and just sit around sucking on beers.  Where’s 

the excitement of the carouse, the sociable party talk, the jubilation of the 

dance?  Where are the beautiful guys ready and willing to debauch?  And you 

know, plaid shirts aren’t really all that sexy. 

 I took advantage of the dark, empty street to dance a silent merengue 

down the sidewalk.  Crossing a deserted street, I paused on a manhole cover 

for a Greek dance.  After a late walk with Oná, I snuggled with her in the 

dark, imagining La Casa right then, two hours later there in New Orleans, 

with its dancers and swirling murals, the madness of merengue music—no, a 

cumbia, Mar Adentro. 

# 
 

.v. 

 This evening, when Mack had looked over my efforts of the day, he remarked generally 

that Rick had certainly landed in a very different world in Seattle, but the room sounded super.  

We went out for a spicy dinner in Mack’s favorite Thai restaurant, where he suddenly asked, 

“Who’s this Rob anyway?”  I explained that Rob was a rich Tulane senior with his own 

Mercedes and private dorm room, where Rick frequently had dropped in for tea and a tumble.   

 After dinner we went out after to the Titsling and joined our friends in the feverish 

Saturday night crowd.  After spending so much of the day at the keyboard, I may well have over-

indulged in the dance, but it meant I slept well. 

 Now that the story’s begun, I don’t think I’ll need Mack’s prodding to keep writing.  
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Besides, having this old journal, generally tedious though it may be, is a great help in writing 

about the experience, laying out the order of events and describing things I really don’t 

remember.  Like that dancing in the street or the records he played (see below).  Now, on this 

lazy Sunday afternoon, I’ll jump back in and see how far I can get. 

# 

 The new day in Seattle, Thursday, was just as brilliantly autumnal when Rick awoke, 

monstrously early by his old standards, barely after dawn.  But that meant he had all kinds of 

time to get things done.  After perambulating a few blocks with Oná, he had breakfast at the 

Olympia and then made two quick trips to Little Sweden with his bags and new purchases.  Sean 

brought up a ladder and a stack of newspapers to spread on the floor, and Rick first tackled the 

ceiling to the boisterous Brandenburg Concerti on his new record player.  The ceiling took two 

hours with the music of Mozart and Scarlatti and gave him a pain in the neck.  

 The next item of business was to pick up Oná for a walk across campus to the Office of 

Student Services to find a job.  All they had though was a sorority house looking for a dinner 

waiter, which was disappointing, but he took what there was, six evenings a week with meals 

and off Sundays.  He was to check in Saturday morning at the sorority on the corner of 17th and 

45th, conveniently just a block down from Little Sweden.  Speaking of Greek societies, as an 

undergrad Rick had belonged to only two:  Gamma Mu Sigma (Gin Mill Sluts) and Phi Beta 

Kappa.  Imagine the havoc our pirate would’ve wrought in a fraternity.  Fox in a henhouse.   

 With the job all set, Rick wandered with his pooch down past several beautiful Gothic 

buildings toward the lake.  The prospect had a staggering view of his shining Rainier.  As they 

strolled along the lakeshore, he lamented again the dearth of boys.  At least, come Monday, the 

campus would surely be crawling with student bodies, and the plunder would be magnificent. 

 Dropping the pupdog off back at the motel to keep her out of the paint, he returned to 

Little Sweden just in time to claim his bag lunch, a ham sandwich, and luxuriously eat it out on 

his deck—with Rainier hovering benevolently on the horizon.  Ready to get back to work, he put 

on some Tchaikovsky ballet music and painted the window wall gold.  Then for a change of 

pace, he made up the mattress on the floor with the gold sheets and the maroon blanket to lie 

down and appreciate his wonderful new room.  Before long it was time to go check out of the 

motel and bring Oná over to her new home at Little Sweden. 

# 

 Oná was a funny little dog.  Unless you were prepared to scratch, pet, cuddle, or feed her, 

she was out of here.  Get busy with something besides her, and she’d wander off somewhere 

alone.  Now while Rick painted another wall, she stayed out on the deck watching the birds and 

enjoying the breeze.  That wall finished, he turned to nailing down the loose molding over the 

window, and technical difficulties with the nail caused some profanity to be uttered.   

 When he got down off the ladder, there in the doorway was a cute girl wearing an amused 

expression and a dark blue dress.  Her black hair was in a pageboy like Prince Valiant.  Turned 

out she was Betsy and had just taken the room down the hall.  He introduced himself as Rick, 

and she took his invitation to come in.  At the sound of somebody who might pay her some 

attention, Oná scampered in from the deck and easily charmed Betsy into scratching her ears. 

 The new neighbors chatted about how they’d gotten to Little Sweden.  Betsy had come in 

on the train from Pittsburgh some days before and was a grad student in Poli Sci and Chinese.  

As a Slavic scholar, Rick felt an immediate bond, but there something more aggressively 

womanly about her than he was used to.  Then he clicked that Betsy probably found him 

attractive.  To cut that off at the pass, he told her right out that he was gay.  Stroking Oná’s long 
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golden fur, she didn’t even blink.   

 Rick showed Betsy the oriental straw mats for his floor, and she was inspired to do her 

room the same way.  Of course, he shared the idyllic view from his deck and introduced her to 

his mighty Mt. Rainier.  Leaving, Betsy said it was great meeting him and called him Rich.  

Unobtrusively, he reminded her that he was Rick.   

 After some more painting, Oná’s walk took them to the east on 47th Street.  Strolling 

along under the golden sycamores, Rick felt blessedly content.  The only thorn on his rose was 

the lack of romance, but surely a fine prize soon would appear on the horizon, and our pirate 

would hoist his Jolly Roger.  Suddenly they had to stop walking because the street ended at a 

high cliff looking out at the valley.  Down below were houses and streets running right up to its 

foot.  For a flatland foreigner, it was perfectly shocking.  Finding a way around and down into 

the valley, Rick was soon dancing a happy merengue on the end of his leash.  

 Back at home, Rick sat down at his new desk to write some letters, first to his mother 

about his safe arrival and new address.  The second was to beloved Desai, going light on the 

horror of Seattle’s night life and the pain of missing him.  Then he wrote to Henri, a fellow he’d 

met him only last Friday night in La Casa.  For a long time Henri had admired Rick’s dancing, 

and devastated that he was leaving town, he’d asked him to write.  So Rick ran on in a stream-of-

consciousness all about the move, including the sexual angst, for a few dense yellow pages.   

 Dinner next door was recorded as delicious beef stroganoff.  It was enjoyed by a few 

more boarders newly returned for the quarter, all male with longer hair or beards, maybe a sign 

of fringey-ness, but Rick found beards unattractive.  Even without a beard, one guy named 

Harold had to be the flat-out ugliest man Rick had ever seen, indescribably.  It hurt even to look 

at Harold, but he was pleasant and jovial chatting with Betsy about political science.   

 Back in his room with the affectionate pupdog, Rick wondered what on earth to do.  It 

was unnatural not to go out dancing.  Of course, he didn’t have that damned liquor card yet, and 

even though Joe Malone now knew him, the Shamrock was totally un-cruisey.  Disconsolately, 

he rocked a while in his new rocker with Oná on his lap.  Then, putting some favorite Vivaldi on 

the record player, a concerto for guitar & strings, he retreated to the deck, where a big moon was 

flooding the landscape and gleaming off Rainier’s snows.  To the magical music he danced a 

Greek-ish sort of cumbia, and then jigged through the next concerto for horn & strings.   

 While he was changing the record to some Beethoven, Betsy appeared in the doorway 

with a big jug of Tavola Guild red table wine, not quite full.  Here’s what his journal says about 

the rest of the evening.  

# 
Dear Me, 

 Did you get yours today, old man?  [None of your beeswax, 

whippersnapper.]… 

 …not quite full.  Generously displaying the jug, Betsy said, “Have a 

drink, Rich?  Finest vintage.”  

 I mentioned again being Rick, but she didn’t seem to hear.  Not a 

regular wine-drinker, I hesitated over her kind offer.  Briefly.  Soon we 

were lounging on my maroon mattress sucking it up out of plastic cups and 

playing gin rummy with ever-increasing confusion.  We chatted about families, 

older and younger sisters, her Jewish background, mine Catholic.  Of course, 

I now professed to be a raging heathen sodomite.    

 Also of course, I reminisced, sometimes graphically, about amours in my 

sordid past.  Betsy seemed to enjoy my tales of being ravished by the god Pan 

and of seducing tender Tommy, my first virgin.  I paused and moaned 

dramatically, “O Lord, I need a man!” 
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 “I can relate to that,” Betsy laughed, “like that hunky Jim down the 

hall.”   

 To titillate, I described encountering Jim this morning with his 

delectable athlete’s clefts showing above sagging pajama pants.    I 

poured us some more wine.  “Here’s,” I toasted, “to a man in every bed.”  

Before drinking, I judiciously amended that to:  “and to another one in 

mine.”  

 Always the gracious host, I asked about Betsy’s own romantic history.  

At first she seemed embarrassed to talk about boyfriends, but then I realized 

that it was because she hasn’t had very many.  After going steady with a 

Sidney in senior high, chastely, she added, she’d only gone out with boys a 

few times in college back in Pittsburgh.  “Guys always think I’m too bossy,” 

Betsy concluded. 

 “So you’re a virgin?” I asked, not a little indiscreetly. 

 “No,” Betsy said, blushing furiously.  “One, cute Rodney…  I just kind 

of let it happen.”   

 “Let what happen?” I demanded.  “I want details, girl!” 

 “Not much.  He was as scared as I was—and never asked me out again.”   

 I was touched.  “Seduced and abandoned,” I moaned.   

 She chuckled ruefully.  “That’s a new Italian film at Cannes.” 

 We drank and laughed some more.  There was a tromping up the stairs, 

and the recently mentioned devil appeared in the doorway.  Jim leaned in with 

a beautiful hi, mostly aimed at Betsy, and glanced at the wine bottle and 

cards scattered on the bed. 

 “Hi, Jim,” Betsy said.  “I hear you’ve got a great pair of athlete’s 

clefts.” 

 Giving me a questioning glance, Jim looked back to Betsy, took a 

provocative stance, and said, “Wanna come down to my room and see for 

yourself?” 

 I watched in fascination as Betsy kept her cool.  “Thanks, but I’ll 

take a rain check.” 

 “Just knock on my door whenever.”  Turning down the hall, he added, 

“Good night.” 

 “Rain check?” I hissed at Betsy.  “Are you out of your mind, Maude?” 

 “Well, I can’t just jump into bed with some guy simply because he’s 

hot.” 

 “Why not?  What better reason is there?” 

 “But Rich, I can’t just jump into bed with—“ 

 “—Of course you can,” I interrupted, without the energy to correct my 

name again.  “Just bend your knees and leap.  Here, let me show you how.”  I 

struggled up from the mattress, but by then we were both laughing so hard 

that I couldn’t leap on anything.   

 Also by then neither of us had the mental acuity to play any more card 

games.  Instead, I put the Vivaldi back on the record player, and we went out 

on the deck with more wine.  Again the landscape was vivid, Rainier glowing 

like a silver ghost in the moonlight.  Betsy said she didn’t know classical 

music at all, but this was the most beautiful stuff she’d ever heard.   

 Vivaldi notwithstanding, we called it a night shortly after eleven 

o’clock.  How scandalous!  I curled up with Oná in our new bed, but hormones 

kept me wide awake till nearly one, just about the time La Casa would really 

be hopping at three.  Of course, it’s also that many thousand miles away.  

# 

 Well, this is a good spot to break.  Describing that first Thursday seemed to go smoothly, 

I think, though maybe a tad too chronologically.  What are you gonna do?  A heck of a lot went 

on in those first few days as Seattle sucked Rick into its new context.  Get ready for all the 

elements of his world to come together now, and then we’ll see who the ruthless pirate Tricky 
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Rick will wind up being.   

 Besides, it’s getting on my own supper time.  I’m going out with the family to a pub for 

burgers, and I might even order one of those IPAs again.  Which reminds me, this evening is 

Kevin’s date with Liam.  I’ll have to ask him how he liked the Lego movie—which, God willing, 

I’ll never see.  Even though my grandson has said he liked it. 

# 

.vi. 

 This Monday morning seems made to be spent at the keyboard again.  It’s not as though I 

have much else to do in my blessedly idle dotage.  There are my daily trips to the gym to keep 

the old body from sagging, and frequent times are spent with my grandson, but most mornings, 

afternoons, and evenings are available for whatever I want to do.  My new young friends’ 

interest in my speckled past has convinced me now to dig into it.  It’s something I want to do.  At 

least keyboards don’t clack the way typewriters used to.  To continue: 
  

 Again the next morning, that first Friday, Rick woke up around dawn, took Oná on a 

stroll up and down the quiet street, and then painted the last wall.  Soon it was time to go next 

door for breakfast, where he found additional proof that Little Sweden was a superb boarding 

house.  Stan served eggs benedict with Canadian bacon, most unusual for a southern boy.   

 Betsy was bright-eyed and chipper over her second cup of coffee.  Rick suggested she 

come with him to get a liquor card, and after a quick check on Oná, they jumped on the 

downtown bus.  The process of legitimization went so quickly and easily that they were back out 

on the street in under ten minutes, cards in hand, like a ticket to nowhere, as Rick quipped. 

 Being downtown at their leisure, they walked to Third Avenue and rode on the futuristic 

monorail built for the last summer’s World’s Fair over to the Space Needle tower.  Going up on 

the open elevator, up, and up, and… Rick almost puked, but Betsy loved watching the city 

simply fall away, tall buildings shrinking to a cluster of stubs, and the horizon sweeping 

dizzyingly outward to bright mountains and water.  They looked out the window at the outer 

edge of the tower’s rotating pavilion, the vast view slowly moving around toward the University 

area and its golden-treed hills.  As the scene moved across Lake Washington, Rainier didn’t look 

all that high in the sky.   

 On the ride down the tower, the horizon rushed closer, and the big buildings shot up like 

mushrooms.  Back on the monorail, Rick had the distinct feeling of being in an Asimov story.  

Everything was so utterly different than New Orleans, truly like another planet—or in some 

future century.  Betsy felt much the same comparing it to Pittsburgh.  Two innocent babes in 

Futureland, they hopped the bus back to their comfortable reality at Little Sweden. 

 Leaving Oná to play on the deck, Rick went back to work to the strains of Bach’s 

Goldberg Variations, quickly painting all the trim on the window and two door frames a rich 

brown.  Next he spread out the straw mats to cover the splotchy wood floor and stood back to 

admire the finished effect of the gold and brown with the maroon blanket.  Very warm, though 

maybe a touch Spartan.  It felt exactly right.   

 Now that Rick wasn’t up to anything else, his pupdog came back inside and raced happily 

around on the soft mats.  He took her excitement as approval of their new digs.  Putting on some 

frenetic Cimarosa harpsichord sonatas, he took Oná up in his arms and danced around the room 

to express his own pleasure at how their new world had shaped up.  They’d found the best of all 

possible rooms on this strange planet of the future, with a mystical mountain on the doorstep, and 

very soon, he had no doubt, some lovely young man would show up to warm his golden sheets.     

# 
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 I keep coming back to that comment by young Johnny’s teacher about sex addicts.  Even 

with all his amorous history as pirate, Casanova, and Don Juan, I frankly don’t think Rick was a 

sex addict, rather more of a sex adept always ready, willing, and able to display his talents.  

During these first few days in Seattle, he probably didn’t think of sex any more than any other 

healthy 22 year-old of either gender or persuasion would, maybe even less.   

 In appropriate situations like with the Greek busboy or Jim in his sagging pajamas, Rick 

admired male pulchritude, but didn’t dwell on his sexual urges.  Maybe you noticed how in 

idyllic moments he would indeed wish for male companionship, but again it was just as passing 

thoughts with a markedly optimistic attitude.   

 In general, rather than wallow in the lustful fantasies of sexual addiction, Rick stayed 

right on mission and made a home for himself and his lucky pup on the new planet.  Not even his 

pain of missing New Orleans or dismay at the harsh reality of Seattle nightlife got in the way of 

that goal.  Now that it was accomplished, he could start looking for that guy to warm his bed. 

 While I’m interrupting, let me add another comment on my former self.  Remember how 

he didn’t hesitate to tell Betsy that he was gay?  In his out and open years in New Orleans, Rick 

had told people on a need to know basis, and of course, any woman who might get romantic 

ideas about him definitely needed to know.  For that matter and another reason, so did any man 

with similar ideas.  But if somebody asked, he was happy to satisfy their curiosity.  Here in very 

straight Seattle, Rick still planned on being an out homosexual, at least a selectively out one. 

# 

 Rick picked up his brown bag from Stan and lunched again on the deck with Oná and his 

mountain.  It gleamed in the sun over the golden landscape and silver lake.  The pupdog stayed 

out there when he went back inside to write in his journal and then unpack his big suitcase into 

the closet drawers.  No sooner had he finished that job than there was a knock at the door. 

 It was Sean, come to see how the fix-up was going.  He looked appreciatively around the 

room and called it elegant.  Rick joked that maybe he needed a crystal chandelier.  Hearing the 

voice of a possible patter or cuddler, Oná came wagging in off the deck and sniffed at Sean’s 

boot.  Looking down at her and then back up at Rick, he said sadly, “We don’t allow pets.”   

 This comment hit Rick like a punch in the solar plexus.  He managed to argue that Oná 

wasn’t much more than a hamster, and besides, Sean hadn’t said…   

 Apologetically, Sean noted that Rick also hadn’t asked and that a hamster was still a pet.  

To Rick’s point about all his work on the room, the landlord apologized and told him all he could 

do was refund his rent.  When Rick just stood there in stunned misery, Sean said to let him know 

soon what he was going to do.  Then he went downstairs.  

 Still stunned, Rick sat on the floor and cuddling his precious pet, wept.  What was he 

going to do?  He couldn’t get rid of his pupdog.  How could he give her away?  There was no 

way he’d take her to the pound!  But how could he leave this perfect room?  His mountain?  

School was starting on Monday, and now it was way too late to look for another place.  For an 

untold while, Rick agonized between the rocks and hard places while Oná blissfully enjoyed his 

cuddles and caresses.  There was another knock at the still open door.   

 It was Betsy, concerned to find him tear-stained and sobbing.  Incoherently, Rick 

mumbled about the no pets news, and she had a ready answer.  She’d met some girls on the train 

who love dogs and was sure they’d happily take good care of Oná for him.  They had an 

apartment quite nearby.  As thanks for crashing at their place those first nights here, Betsy was 

making dinner for them that night, and she invited Rick to come along with the pup.  It would all 

work out fine.  Then leaving Rick once more stunned, she went grocery shopping. 
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 He eventually got up off the floor and in a daze leashed Oná for a walk, straight to 

Ravenna to romp off the stress of the past hour.  He felt it all would indeed work out fine.  It was 

just too bad it wasn’t some boys Betsy knew.  Anyway, his sweet pupdog could stay with those 

girls, and he’d take her on walks and play with her on visits.  Lying at rest on the grassy hillside, 

Rick explained to Oná how nice it was going to be living at the girls’ place, and she panted at 

him as though understanding.  

# 
Dear Me, 

 It’s this Me again reporting the news from my new home.  Hope you’ve 

got time to hear about a rather complicated yesterday.  [I certainly do, my 

boy.]… 

 …Oná and I followed Betsy’s directions to a new apartment building on 

12th Avenue.  Apartment 107 is at the rear on the first floor with a gray 

door.  Betsy answered, be-aproned, and let me into a hall with kitchen to the 

right and a small dining table ahead along the left wall.  Past the bedroom 

also on the right, the hall leads into a living room with furniture of that 

modern thin wood style they call Scandinavian and with double glass doors 

onto a patio.   

 Across the room on a couch sat the two young women from the department 

store, the blond and redhead, the bread-and-butter girls.  To my 

consternation, Betsy introduced me as Rich, but it would’ve been rude to 

correct her now.  The sisters Martha and Barbara and I shook hands, laughing 

at the coincidence.  They’d also noticed me in the store for some reason.   

 Immediately everything was all about my precious Pekingese, and there 

was much hugging, petting, snuggling, licking, and cooing all around.  Martha 

was particularly smitten.  Betsy brought us all gins and tonic since I’d 

mentioned liking the drink.  Wistfully I noted that back home in New Orleans 

we’d called it Mother’s Milk.  The girls giggled, maybe impressed by my 

worldliness, and tasted their drinks gingerly.   

 Leaving Betsy to do her chef thing, we took Oná out onto their patio, a 

15-foot square concrete job with planter borders and a wooden fence.  A great 

play area for Oná, I figured, but as it abutted an alley, there was a vast 

web of power and telephone lines running directly overhead, not quite the 

view from my deck by any means.  [Forgive a historical note here.  Within a 

decade of this time Seattle had managed to get all its utility lines buried, 

an early triumph in urban aesthetics.]  Rather than remark on that ugliness, 

I asked Barbara about the inscrutable ‘bread and butter’ exchange. 

 She laughed, shaking her auburn curls, brown eyes bright, and 

explained, “You say that when you walk on either side of something—so you’ll 

never split up.” 

 Playing with Oná, Martha explained, “It’s a Midwest thing, Richie.  

We’re from Michigan.” 

 With a shudder, I mentioned that my name is Rick and then explained 

that Oná is a sleeve dog, kind of a dwarf.  Barbara exclaimed excitedly, 

“Oh?!  Whenever you see a dwarf, you’ve got to make a wish—like this.”  With 

a rapid motion, she licked her right thumb, squinched her eyes tight shut, 

and rubbed the thumb in the palm of her left hand, and then over her heart.  

Simultaneously, Martha made exactly the same moves.  Not superstitious, I 

laughed nervously.  Fortunately, Betsy leaned out the door and called us in 

to eat. 

 The small table in the hall was set with blue plates and glasses.  On a 

platter was Betsy’s famous roast.  It was atrocious, dry and tough, only 

marginally edible, but naturally we praised the cook.  Betsy and I relied 

heavily on gin, and I soon found myself carrying the conversation with a 

loosened tongue. 
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 Figuring Betsy had told the sisters, early on I clarified that I’m gay.  

One can’t be too careful around unattached females.  Then I entertained them 

with tastefully explicit accounts of my wild life in the sailor bars and 

favorite Mardi Gras memories like riding on the pirate ship float.  I sensed 

that my audience was impressed by the glamour, but talking about home made me 

miss it all the more. 

 The sisters took our plates over to the kitchen, where Martha got ice 

cream out of the freezer.  Over dessert Barbara talked about their train trip 

from some town called Ann Arbor in Michigan.  It turned out that Martha’s a 

grad in French, and Barbara a senior transfer, also a French major.   

 In a politely short stay after dinner, we finished off the gin, and 

then Betsy and I bid our good nights to the sisters, thank-you’s flying in 

all directions.  They called me Richie again, and I gave up protesting.  Then 

I said a cuddly bye to Oná, assuring her that I’d be back real quick with her 

stuff.   

 Rather tipsy, Betsy and I staggered up the street in the light of the 

big moon, singing in awful harmony “Shine on, shine on, harvest moon…”  In 

the calm after our laughing, she remarked, “You know, Richie, the girls were 

really scandalized when you talked about being gay.” 

 “They were?”  Now she was calling me Richie too!  “Didn’t you tell 

them?” 

 “No…  I’d never tell anyone about you being… that way.” 

 “Why not?  I could use the publicity.” 

 Betsy laughed.  “I’ll be sure and tell Jim first thing tomorrow 

morning.” 

 “Please do, darlin’.  He needs to know.”  Anyway, we were back to 

Little Sweden by then, and Betsy called it a night.   

 With sadness, I gathered up Oná’s canine paraphernalia and marched back 

down the street, totally deserted even this early in the evening.  Why, at 

home in the Quarter there was always somebody on the streets.  This Seattle 

street was eerily vacant.  It felt post-apocalyptic in the bright moonlight, 

as though nobody’s left in the world, and I felt a twinge of panic.  Where 

are all the boys?   

 At the girls’ apartment, I delivered the dog food and dish to the 

sisters, both in robes, and declined a nightcap.  For a long sad while I 

scratched Oná’s ears affectionate see-you-tomorrows and then took off.   

 Back at Little Sweden, I ran into beautiful Jim in the hallway and 

invited him to come out onto my deck to see the moon.  He gave me an 

enigmatic smile and said, “No thanks, I’ve seen it.”  Made me wonder if maybe 

Betsy has already told him.  Jim could’ve warmed my new gold sheets very 

nicely.  For the first time in several months I sadly went to bed without my 

lucky dog.  But I felt absolutely blest to have survived the day’s ups and 

downs.  It all happened so quickly I could hardly keep up.  What an enormous 

relief to keep my wonderful room, but the price is awfully steep.  Still I’ve 

got to say, bless Betsy for finding a way.     

# 
 

.vii. 

 That First Saturday morning’s breakfast was pancakes and eggs.  While getting his, Rick 

told Stan about his job at the sorority house and said he wouldn’t be eating dinners here 

anymore, except Sundays.  He also saw Sean right away and happily told him he wouldn’t be 

keeping the dog at Little Sweden, but she might visit him occasionally.      

 Betsy nibbled at her breakfast in a less than chipper state, moaning about feeling awful.  

Rick ventured that it was the gin and recommended tomato juice, but there wasn’t any in the 

house.  When she went back to bed, he walked down to the sorority for his job meeting.   
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 The elderly, portly house mother, Mrs. Larsen, met him in the huge formal dining room.  

Right away Rick recognized her matronly comme il faut type and put on his best manners.  She 

described the formal dinner service she expected for the twenty sorority sisters, and noted that 

the waiters would wear white coats.  She pointed out exactly how the vast table was to be set 

with their beautiful silverware and fancy china dishes.  Rick found none of this intimidating.  

What perked his interest was the old woman’s use of the plural form of waiter. 

 There was more orientation in the kitchen around the serving racks and procedures with 

the dishes, again nothing out of the ordinary.  Rick was introduced to the two middle-aged cooks, 

Georgia and Florence, and then Mrs. Larsen said something, which I’ll quote from the journal: 
  

 ”Now, Rick, you’re a very attractive young man, and I have to ask you 

not to make advances on any of the sisters.” 

 “Not to worry, ma’m.  I’m gay.” 

 “I beg your pardon.” 

 “You know, homosexual.”  She was struck speechless, and I added, “I 

hope you’ll also ask the sisters not to make any advances either.  It could 

be uncomfortable.” 

 Mrs. Larsen stammered slightly in her reply, “I shall.  Well, thank 

you, Rick.  We’ll see you on Monday at five.”  Georgia and Florence were 

standing nearby with big surprised eyes. 
 

 Rick left the sorority house exuberant that he’d just defused that bomb.  By Monday 

every female in the place would know the name of his game.  And that plural of waiter... 

# 

 That business now dispensed with, Rick headed right over to the sisters’ apartment to see 

Oná.  They were again in robes at their own breakfast and invited him to have coffee, but he 

planned to take his pupdog for a nice long walk.  Martha told him he was welcome to come over 

any time to visit Oná and them and gave him a key for if they weren’t home.  Rick spoke a bit on 

the importance of dog-walks, and Barbara promised that they’d take her out often too. 

 They headed straight for Ravenna.  The trees were just as golden as the other day, but the 

green grass was now turning gold from newly falling leaves.  Oná scampered around in them, 

and Rick danced an exultant skip-step across the sunny slope.   

 Resting on the grass, he got to wondering how Seattle, a port city, could possibly have no 

sailor bars.  After all, ships come in at ports.  Ships are full of sailors.  Sailors do sailor things, so 

there has to be somewhere… That gave him an idea of what to do this afternoon:  find Seattle’s 

harbor and docks.  He might find some place of interest near there.  Rick hadn’t seen any area 

like that along the water on his city map, but he figured it must be close to the old downtown.   

 Excited by the plan, our pirate took his little dog back to her apartment, dropped by Little 

Sweden for his bag, and ate the chicken salad sandwich on the bus ride downtown.  Heading 

downhill from the bus stop toward the water merely brought Rick to First Avenue and a wall of 

buildings.  Walking many blocks in both directions, he couldn’t find any way down close to the 

water, and nothing looked even vaguely like a dock or a bar.  It didn’t make sense. He was one 

very disappointed little explorer.   

 Strolling aimlessly along First, Rick noticed a big book store in an ornate old building 

and a good while later came out with two books.  A paperback of Kazantzakis’ vast poem “The 

Odyssey” and a Victorian folio of Coleridge’s “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner” with 

engravings by Gustave Doré.  At a florist shop he bought a philodendron vine for some green in 

his new room.  After all, plants aren’t pets. 

# 
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 There was a full house at Little Sweden’s groaning board that evening what with the rest 

of the boarders having straggled in for the new term.  Two rather older men, an uninspiring 

youth with scraggly goatee and pimples, and two homely, long-haired girls in similar gypsy-like 

blouses completed the contingent.  There wasn’t much of an effort made by anyone to socialize 

over the delicious spaghetti and meatballs, salad and garlic bread. 

 Rick sat with Betsy and Harold, who really did seem like a nice guy.  Talking with 

Harold, he was more comfortable looking at his fork and slippery pasta.  They were going to go 

to a movie and invited Rick along, but he begged off with other plans for Saturday night.  He 

didn’t reveal that plan to them, but I’ll tell you.  It was to get laid.  

      After dinner, Rick went upstairs to his room, still 

as warm and wonderful as ever but sad without Oná 

snuffling about.  Rocking in his neat rocker, he paged 

through his new old book, lingering long over Doré’s 

masterful engravings.  The details of ships and waves, 

of sea monsters and storms, boggled his mind, like that 

eerie ship sailing among icebergs.  Then Tricky Rick 

set sail in search of plunder.  The next day he wrote 

about this piratical expedition. 
 

Dear Me, 

     …By half past eight, ungodly early 

for a Saturday night anywhere, I was on my 

way down the moonlit street to the bus stop 

feeling pretty sexy in my fringey vest.  If 

anyone on the bus thought so, it wasn’t 

evident.  An old guy glowered angrily at me 

till he finally got off.   

    Riding along, I wondered if going back 

to the Retreat really offered any hope, but 

there was nowhere else to go.  When I 

transferred to the other bus, it was nearly 

empty.  Again I tried to picture what the Retreat might possibly be like on a 

Saturday night.  It wasn’t easy to imagine that dark building on a dark 

street in a still darker neighborhood as a place of brightness, revelry, or 

gaiety (in the broad sense).  Even feeling this desperate for some loving, I 

lost all desire to go there.  Especially as Nelson’s lover would be back by 

now.  So I wound up not even getting off for that depressing tavern.  

 I recalled how on Desai’s arrival in New Orleans, he’d ridden the buses 

and streetcars all over town.  Pulling out my bus map and schedule, I plotted 

a route of transfers to get me all over town and finally back to the 

University district.  Switching from one bus to the next according to plan, I 

got more depressed about how terribly different Seattle was turning out to be 

than anything I’d hoped for.   

 Staring numbly out the window, I had to work hard at keeping the 

window’s reflections of the stark inside of the bus separate from the dark 

reality outside.  Strangely there was no more moonlight out there.  It really 

was dark.  I felt like wailing.  Good Lord, why did I ever come here to this 

strange place?  What have I done to my life? 

 On the fourth leg of my route heading west toward somewhere, I sank 

into a sentimental slough, and as other passengers got on, they turned into 

phantasms of lost lovers.  To my horror, variously, they all got off, leaving 

me to make this long voyage alone.  The fifth leg on the bus took me across 

town and home.  Getting off into moonless darkness, I finally felt a great 
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calm of acceptance, of surrender to this unknown new world.   

 Still early on this Saturday night in Seattle, I decided on a whim to 

stop in the Olympia and treat myself to coffee and pie.  My scrumptious 

busboy wasn’t there, and an older woman with dyed black hair brought my 

order.  Apple pie’s especially delicious after eleven pm.  Then I noticed the 

public phone in the hallway and gave in to another whim.   

 With a handful of quarters, I called La Casa de los Marinos, where it 

was now after one o’clock.  As I hoped, my friendly barmaid Angie answered, 

shouting over the roar and the thousands of miles between us.  I got her to 

let the phone hang there for Rick in Seattle to listen to the music.  It was 

“Piano Merengue,” a bit hard to make out behind the din of carousing voices, 

but the pounding rhythm made my body quiver with dance.  Too soon Angie came 

back, shouted into the phone, “Bye now, darlin’,” and hung up. 

 Afterwards, I lay on my lonely golden bed and cried tears of distress 

and longing.  When I woke up this morning, it was raining outside too. 

# 

 What do you think of that tale of settling into Seattle?  I didn’t bother interrupting your 

reading to mention that it was taking me a couple days to write this all up, and I don’t know what 

I would’ve done without that old journal.  Actually, I do know.  It would’ve been:  Boy and dog 

move to Seattle and find a great place; dog can’t stay there; boy boards dog with nearby girls.  I 

suppose you could add:  boy regrets the move.  Thank goodness that the young Me took the time 

to tell this old Me what really happened. 

 By this afternoon I’d slogged all the way through to that rainy First Sunday morning and 

then went grocery shopping for stuff to cook for my dinner guests.  Mack came over with Jason 

and Johnny for my simplified coq au vin, asparagus, salad, and Sarah Lee for dessert.  I asked if 

anything was known about Kevin’s Sunday evening rendezvous with Liam, and Mack reported 

his call this morning with the news that Liam just isn’t ready yet.   

 “Did he at least make it to first base?” Jason asked hopefully. 

 “Nope,” Mack sighed.  “But he said this time there was tongue.  Lots of it.”  He added 

that they’re going out to dinner Friday night. 

 “I imagine they’ll work it all out then,” I commented and served the salad.  

 After dinner, Johnny asked if he might read some of what I’ve written, and I showed him 

the traumatic First Friday, the real nut of it.     

 When he’d scrolled through those few pages, Johnny said, “Well, I don’t think Rick was 

a sex addict either.” Turning to Jason, he added affectionately, “Not like some guys I know.” 

 Mack spoke up.  “Are you talking about me?”  More chuckles around. 

 “So this was about the fateful puppy you mentioned?” Johnny asked.  “How do you 

pronounce that name?  Oh-nah?” 

 “More like Uh-nah,” I explained like the language teacher I once was. 

 He looked puzzled.  “So how was the dog fateful if Rick just gave her away?” 

 Having read the pages earlier, Mack clarified for me, “Rick didn’t give Oná away—just 

got somewhere else for her to stay.”   

 “I’m calling this chapter Lucky Dog,” I announced.  “The next part will be hard to tell.” 

 Mack snickered, “I sure hope so.  How many more countries join Rick’s private UN?” 

 “Let’s just say, no new ones.”  

 Then we sat around the living room with more vin and discussed the utter madness of the 

Middle East.  Shortly, Jason and Johnny politely headed on home.  When Mack took off later, I 

wrote this post-script, and now I’m off to bed to get some sleep. 

### 


